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Destione Alpha Centauri
Destiny, however, has other plans for the Robinsons. Their spaceship, the Resolute, crashes en route to Alpha Centauri, leaving them stranded on a habitable planet. When the Resolute is attacked ...

NOW STREAMING: The space travellers
It is worth bearing this in mind when we think about the progressive Left and America. More than any other cause or concern — more than abortion or the climate, far more than healthcare or taxes or ...

Why the Left wants America to fail
It would be no good getting half-way to Alpha Centauri only to find that a key ... become part of our destiny. Why? A familiar answer is that humans have always had wanderlust, a sense of ...

Packing for our longest journey
The ten games like Civilization we’ve jotted down for you, offer complete turn-based strategy goodness. To conquer these games, you’re required to wear your ...

10 Games Like Civilization
Back in 1999 Firaxis launched Sid Meier's Alpha Centauri, based on improvements made to the Civilization 2 engine, which was launched in 1996. It too featured rival leaders seeking to establish ...

Civilization: Beyond Earth
Alpha Centauri has seemingly scared off most of ... DOWNPATRICK: 3.05 Political Policy, 3.40 Pink Ribbon, 4.15 Isle Of Destiny, 4.50 Make My Heart Fly, 5.25 Presentingprincess, 5.55 Damut I ...

RACING TIPS: Could It Be Love for O'Brien?
The Rotary Club on Alpha Centauri, that's the size of it ... Competitive free-enterprise capitalism is the economic destiny of the entire Galaxy. In general, American SF has assumed a permanent ...

American SF and the Other
You are already the world's central bank: Your destiny is to be the world's savings ... And establish trade links with Alpha Centauri. For even if none of these things in themselves generate ...

America's greatest export is its debt
such as warp drive on "Star Trek" or light speed in "Star Wars," but research is underway to build robotic probes for Alpha Centauri (as in the Breakthrough Starshot project), and to develop ...

Interstellar Travel
Butler (Seven Stories 10/98) The Earthseed philosophy/religion of man's destiny in space gains momentum even as ... Near-future Earth is permanently changed when Alpha Centauri goes supernova, wiping ...

1998 SF Novels
Winning the game comes in various forms, so not only can you conquer other Civilizations, but you can band them together with democracy, or put together the Alpha Centauri project and leave Earth.

The best strategy games you should play right now!
In truth, the ruin of our rivers began long before that, and not for any reason as grandiose as the misguided dream of manifest destiny. It began with a love of fashionable hats. The American fur ...

Mythical River: Chasing the Mirage of New Water in the American Southwest
In 2002, The Emerging Democratic Majority was published, and that seemed to validate everything they believed: demography was destiny. Soon ... who wanted to send a rocket to Alpha Centauri. There had ...
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